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Tough Grace in Difficult Places: A Study of the Book of Titus
Covering All the Final Bases

tituS 3:12 – 15
ij

	 The	Heart	of	the	Matter
When Paul closed his letters, he commonly mentioned various people and situations 
as if running through a mental checklist. People he hadn’t mentioned before, he 
named. Situations he hadn’t addressed, he covered. It’s as if he were summing up those 
individuals he loved and those issues he considered most important, then wrapping 
them into one final bundle. That was exactly what Paul did in his letter to Titus. Here, 
in these concluding four verses, we read of what was close to the apostle’s heart and 
should be close to ours: the difficulties of life are easier to bear with friends at our side 
and with an attitude of encouragement and grace.

	 Discovering	the	Way
1.	Essential	Truths	to	Keep	in	Balance
There are two essential truths we should keep in mind. First, God’s sacred work usually 
occurs through people. Second, God’s sacred work plan is unfolding, often in spite of 
people.

2.	Final	Priorities	to	Keep	in	Perspective	(Titus	3:12	–	15)
Looking closely at Paul’s relational heart reveals a few priorities that will help us face the 
difficulties of life.

	 Starting	Your	Journey
Life is hard to bear sometimes, but with friends it is bearable. This is particularly 
true if we extend grace to all by keeping some practical advice in mind. First, don’t 
let challenges drive you away. Stay close. Second, don’t discount the value of the unknowns. 
Encourage someone.


